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EKNATH SHINDE IS MAHARASHTRA CM
Relevant for: Indian Polity | Topic: Functions & Responsibilities of the States, the Governor, the Chief Minister
and State COM

m

“I thank 50 MLAs for getting behind a small leader like me amidst all these big names. I will do
what it takes for progress and development. In an era when even sarpanch’s post is not given to
anyone, Fadnavis ji gave me the CM post. I thank, Modi ji , Shah ji and Fadnavis ji for the
support,” said Mr. Shinde.

S.
co

Mr. Fadnavis, who earlier stated that 16 independent MLAs were with the new government, said
Cabinet expansion would take place in the coming days. “Today, only Eknath ji will be sworn in.
We will discuss on Cabinet in the coming days. I will not be in the Cabinet but will work from
outside the government,“ he said.
The new Chief Minister said that apart from 39 Sena MLAs, he has a total of 50 MLAs with him.
“Our 50 and the BJP ‘s 120 will make it the strongest ever government which will walk on the
path of Balasaheb’s Hindutva and will have the vision of development of Prime Minister
Narendra Modi,“ he said.

IA

Earlier, Mr. Fadnavis said Mr. Uddhav Thackeray, despite repeated requests by his MLAs, had
refused to quit the alliance of the Congress and the NCP.
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SC CLEAN CHIT TO PM IN GUJARAT RIOTS CASE
‘HISTORIC’: AMIT SHAH
Relevant for: Indian Polity | Topic: Judiciary in India: its Structure, Organization & Functioning, Judges of SC &
High Courts, Judgments and related Issues

Amit Shah

m

Union Home Minister Amit Shah on Sunday described as historic the Supreme Court’s dismissal
of a plea challenging a Special Investigation Team (SIT) report giving a clean chit to Prime
Minister Narendra Modi in the Gujarat riots case.

S.
co

He said it “exposed the conspiracies” by “certain parties, presspersons and NGOs” to malign the
Prime Minister.
Mr. Shah was moving the political resolution at the BJP’s national executive meeting held in
Hyderabad over the weekend. The resolution was seconded by Karnataka and Assam Chief
Ministers Basavaraj Bommai and Himanta Biswa Sarma, respectively.
Briefing the media on the resolution, Mr. Sarma said that Mr. Shah spoke about how “Prime
Minister Modi had swallowed the poison in the manner of Lord Shiva and came out of the test
shining like gold”.
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‘Era of the BJP’

IA

Mr. Shah, he said, compared Mr. Modi’s “respect for the Constitution in presenting himself
before the SIT without a fuss” with the recent protests by the Congress as the Enforcement
Directorate questioned Wayanad MP Rahul Gandhi.

“He also said that dynastic politics, castesim and politics of appeasement were the greatest sins
that were holding back the country and that it was BJP that was doing politics of performance
and development, as demonstrated by the voting back of BJP governments at the recently held
Assembly polls in Goa, Uttarakhand, Uttar Pradesh and Manipur,” Mr. Sarma said.

cr

In fact, this was the response of Mr. Sarma on every question put to him by the media on the
killing of tailor Kanhaiya Lal in Udaipur by two persons allegedly over insult to Islam and also the
Supreme Court’s obiter dicta against former party spokesperson Nupur Sharma. “At a platform
like the BJP’s national executive, we were discussing macro issues, dynastic politics, casteism
and appeasement politics as the greatest sins holding back India,” Mr. Sarma said. He quoted
Mr. Shah as saying that the country was to be a “vishwa guru” soon and that the BJP was to be
around for at least another 30-40 years and it would be the “era of the BJP”.
On questions on whether Mr. Modi had made an intervention for an outreach towards the
minority community, Mr. Sarma said that the “aim of all the policies and programmes of the Modi
government was Sab ka Saath, Sab ka Vikas ”.
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TECHNOLOGY IS NO PANACEA FOR CUSTODIAL
DEATHS
Relevant for: Indian Polity | Topic: Executive: Structure, Organization & Functioning ; Ministries and Departments
of the Government
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India has a grim record in police brutality and custodial violence. Between 2001 and 2018, 1,727
persons died in police custody, but only 26 policemen were convicted for such deaths. The
recent spate of custodial deaths in Tamil Nadu has yet again highlighted the methods used by
the police during interrogation. It is not uncommon knowledge that the police, when they grow
increasingly frustrated with the trajectory of their interrogation, sometimes resort to torture and
violence which could lead to the death of the suspect. Custodial deaths are common despite
enormous time and money being spent on training police personnel to embrace scientific
methods of investigation. This is because police personnel are humans from different
backgrounds and with different perspectives.

IA

Given the problem of custodial deaths, technology has been proposed as a silver bullet by
many. Several technological solutions are available to help prevent custodial deaths. These
include body cameras and automated external defibrillators. There is no doubt that technology
can help avert police custodial deaths. For example, body cameras could hold officers liable.
Deception detection tests (DDTs), which deploy technologies such as polygraph, narco-analysis
and brain mapping, could be valuable in learning information that is known only to a criminal
regarding a crime.
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Among the DDTs, the Brain Fingerprinting System (BFS) is an innovative technology that
several police forces contemplate adding to their investigative tools. BFS has proved helpful for
solving crimes, identifying perpetrators, and exonerating innocent suspects. Laboratory and field
tests for the BFS at the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the Central Intelligence Agency, and
U.S. Navy demonstrated no errors and no false positives and false negatives. The technique
helps investigative agencies uncover clues in complicated cases. In June 2008, India convicted
an accused leaning on evidence from a BFS device. In 2010, the Supreme Court, in Selvi v.
State of Karnataka, rendered the evidence inadmissible. The court observed that the state could
not perform narco analysis, polygraph, and brain-mapping tests on any individual without their
consent. With informed consent, however, any information or material discovered during the
BFS tests can be part of the evidence. As the BFS is high-end technology, it is expensive and
unavailable in several States.
Police departments are increasingly using robots for surveillance and bomb detection. Many
departments now want robotic interrogators for interrogating suspects. Many experts today
believe that robots can meet or exceed the capabilities of the human interrogator, partially
because humans are inclined to respond to robots in ways that they do to humans. From his
studies, human-computer interaction (HCI) researcher Joseph Weizenbaum concluded that
suspects might be more receptive to opening up to automated conversational counterparts than
the police.
Robots equipped with AI and sensor technology can build a rapport with the suspects, utilise
persuasive techniques like flattery, shame and coercion, and strategically use body language.
Researchers at the University of Arizona have created automated interrogation technology
called The Automated Virtual Agent for Truth Assessments in Real-Time (AVATAR). The
Canadian Border Services Agency tested AVATAR last year. The HCI system uses visual,
auditory, near-infrared and other sensors to scrutinise a suspect’s eye movements, voice, and
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other qualities throughout an interaction. The aggregation of information and its analysis by the
system have been highly accurate.
Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML) are emerging as tool of interrogations. AI
can detect human emotions and predict behaviour. Therefore, these are also options. ML can in
real-time alert superiors when police are meting out inhumane treatment to suspects.

m

There is a lot of concern about AI or robot interrogations, both legally and ethically. There exists
the risk of bias, the peril of automated interrogation tactics, the threat of ML algorithms targeting
individuals and communities, and the hazard of its misuse for surveillance. Therefore, while the
technology available to the police and law-enforcement agencies is constantly improving, it is a
restricted tool that can’t eradicate custodial deaths. While it might provide comfort and
transparency, it can never address the underlying issues that lead to these situations.

S.
co

What we need is the formulation of a multi-pronged strategy by the decision-makers
encompassing legal enactments, technology, accountability, training and community relations.
The Law Commission of India’s proposition in 2003 to change the Evidence Act to place the
onus of proof on the police for not having tortured suspects is important in this regard. Besides,
stringent action must be taken against personnel who breach the commandments issued by the
apex court in D.K. Basu v. State of West Bengal (1997). The draft bill on the Prevention of
Torture, 2017, which has not seen the day, needs to be revived. Technology may make policing
more convenient, but it can never be an alternative for compassionate policing established on
trust between the police and the citizens.
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K. Jayanth Murali is an Indian Police Service officer
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PANEL SUGGESTS INCREASING TENURE OF HOUSE
COMMITTEES
Relevant for: Indian Polity | Topic: Functions & Responsibilities of the Union, the Prime Minister and Union
Council of Ministers

m

There should be a dedicated hour during the Rajya Sabha proceedings to discuss the “import
and implications” of the reports finalised by Parliamentary Standing Committees, a panel headed
by former General Secretary and advisor P.P.K. Ramacharyulu has recommended.

S.
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The panel was instituted by Chairman M. Venkaiah Naidu in January this year. The panel, in its
extensive report that studied the working of the Rajya Sabha secretariat and other procedural
issues, has made 130 recommendations. The report was presented to Mr. Naidu on Tuesday.
According to a press note by the Rajya Sabha secretariat, the committee suggested that the
tenure of the Parliamentary committees should be increased from the present one year to two
years.
Field visits

Their field visits should also be increased from the present two visits for a maximum of 10 days
in a year to three visits and 15 days.
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More accessible

IA

“Given the efforts that go into preparation of reports by the DRSCs and their import and
implications, a Committee Hour has been recommended for consideration to discuss select
major reports in the Parliament for wider amplification of the content of the reports,” the
committee recommended.

The panel said that these reports should be made more accessible to the stakeholders and
general public.

cr

This is the first-ever comprehensive study of the Rajya Sabha secretariat. The study has
suggested streamlining of the secretarial work, including disposing of 75% of the issues by lower
and middle level in a 10-layer hierarchy that exists in the secretariat at present. The Rajya
Sabha secretariat, which started in 1952 with 200 officers and staff, has 1,700 personnel at
present.
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HANDCUFFING, A JUDICIAL TAP, AND THE LONG ARM
OF THE LAW
Relevant for: Indian Polity | Topic: Judiciary in India: its Structure, Organization & Functioning, Judges of SC &
High Courts, Judgments and related Issues

m

‘If any malice is found behind the use of handcuffs, it needs to be dealt with strongly’ | Photo
Credit: Getty Images/iStockphoto
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Recently, the Karnataka High Court passed a verdict on handcuffing, which is significant. In
Suprit Ishwar Divate vs The State of Karnataka, while awarding two lakh rupees as
compensation for handcuffing an accused, without recording the reasons in the police case
diary, it gave liberty to the state to recover the amount from the delinquent police officer.
The High Court held that an accused, in normal circumstances, need not be handcuffed on
arrest. It is only under exceptional circumstances (such as the possibility of escape and/or the
possibility of causing harm to himself or others), that handcuffing an accused can be resorted to.
Further, when there is such handcuffing, the arresting officer must record the reasons, which
then would have to stand judicial/court scrutiny. The petitioner in this case was a law student
against whom five criminal cases had been filed for offences under the Negotiable Instruments
Act, 1881 for the dishonour of cheques. He had been arrested in furtherance of a non-bailable
warrant issued by a magistrate.
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There can be three occasions when a person can be (legally) handcuffed, i.e., an accused on
his arrest and before he is produced before the magistrate; an under-trial prisoner during transit
from jail to the court and back; and a convict being transported from jail to the court and back.
The law with regard to handcuffing was settled in 1980 when the Supreme Court of India, in
Prem Shankar Shukla vs Delhi Administration, held that ‘the only circumstance which validates
incapacitation by irons — an extreme measure — is that otherwise there is no other reasonable
way of preventing his escape’. It said that where an arrestee or a convict can be prevented from
escape by increasing security, such an increase is to be a norm rather than handcuffing.

cr

The Court mandated that in case of handcuffing, the reasons for this have to be recorded in
writing and it is the duty of the court to make inquiries with the person arrested as to whether he
had been handcuffed or not and then approve or reject the reasons. The Supreme Court passed
similar directives in another case with regard to under-trial prisoners. Thus, irrespective of
whether the person to be handcuffed is an accused or an under-trial prisoner or a convict, the
principles governing handcuffing remain the same. However, if such a person is under the
judicial custody of the court, the court’s permission is required for handcuffing except under
emergent circumstances.
The next point is about who should pay compensation. It is an established principle that the
relief of monetary compensation for an ‘established infringement of the fundamental right
guaranteed under Article 21 of the Constitution is a remedy available in public law, which is
based on the strict liability for contravention of the guaranteed basic and indefeasible rights of
the citizens’. The constitutional courts are empowered to grant such relief ‘against the state or its
servants in the purported exercise of their powers’. So, who should pay such compensation?
In State of Maharashtra vs Ravikant S. Patil (1991), when there were allegations of handcuffing
and the parading of an under-trial prisoner of murder on the streets, the Bombay High Court held
the Inspector of Police responsible for violation of Article 21, ordering him to pay 10,000 as
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compensation. However, the Supreme Court (though it upheld the judgment of the High Court
directing compensation) held that the police officer was not personally liable as he had acted in
his official capacity.
The top court modified the order to that extent and directed the state (and not the police
inspector) to pay the compensation. Therefore, the judgment of the Karnataka High Court
(discussed above) as far as payment of compensation by the police officer is concerned, does
not appear to be in sync with the ratio of the Supreme Court judgment. The police officer might
have failed to implement the court’s directives, but he was not acting in his personal capacity.

S.
co

m

However, the High Court rightly said that it is the state’s responsibility to equip all police stations
with adequate and necessary police personnel to discharge their obligations. Therefore, in
absence of the required infrastructure, the blame of non-compliance cannot be shifted only to
the police officer.
It is undisputed that a police station or a reserve police line is often unable to provide sufficient
escort to jail authorities in the transportation of under-trial prisoners to court, the reasons being a
lack of manpower or urgent law-and-order duties. It may also become difficult at times to predict
the conduct of an arrestee on the spot.

IA

A National Crime Records Bureau publication (Ministry of Home Affairs) on ‘Crime in India2020’ shows that 810 cases of prisoner escape from police custody (against 931) were reported
in the year 2020. No less than 117 cases were registered against negligent police officers as
well. These numbers may not be very high, but are sufficient to substantiate the fact that the use
of handcuffs is generally done to prevent escape and not to dehumanise criminals.
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Nonetheless, if any malice is found behind the use of handcuffs, it needs to be dealt with
strongly by the department. Similarly, there cannot be a justifiable excuse for not mentioning the
reasons for handcuffing in the case diary.
The Supreme Court, in the Ravikant S. Patil (supra) case, had rightly said that the authorities
concerned may, if they think it necessary, hold an inquiry and then decide on action against the
police inspector. Therefore, the right approach would be to initiate disciplinary action against the
errant officer under service conduct rules, rather than to order the payment of compensation.

cr

It would also be appropriate for State governments to review the mobility of the police, the
requirement of additional manpower and technical gadgets (such as body cameras, as
recommended by the Karnataka High Court) periodically, and exempt at least the police
department from the ban on recruitment. Per contra, the enforcement agencies and lower courts
are duty bound to implement, in letter and spirit, the Supreme Court’s directives on handcuffing.
R.K. Vij is a former Special Director General of Police of Chhattisgarh. The views expressed are
personal
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P.T. USHA, ILAIYARAAJA AMONG FOUR PICKED FOR
RAJYA SABHA
Relevant for: Indian Polity | Topic: Parliament - structure, functioning, conduct of business, powers & privileges
and issues arising out of these

P.T. Usha and IlaiyaraajaAlexander Hassenstein

m

Olympic sprinter P.T. Usha, music composer Ilaiyaraaja, philanthropist Veerendra Heggade and
screenwriter V. Vijayendra Prasadhave been nominated to the Rajya Sabha in the category of
eminent persons nominated by the President.

S.
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In total, the President nominates 12 persons as his nominees to the Rajya Sabha — persons
known for their eminence in the fields of arts and letters, and public service. Of the 12, seven
seats were vacant, of which four have now been filled.
The nominees are from the States of Kerala, Tamil Nadu, Karnataka, and Andhra Pradesh. The
four nominees are achievers in their own right, but their selection also reflects a southern push
by the Narendra Modi government.

IA

Ms. Usha, born in Kozhikode in Kerala, is one of India’s best known track-and-field stars. She
also runs the Usha School of Athletics, training young athletes. She has been given the Arjuna
Award and the Padma Shri in the past.
Mr. Ilaiyaraaja from Tamil Nadu, a recipient of the Padma Vibhushan and Padma Bhushan and
many awards for his music, has composed more than 7,000 songs for more then 1,000 films
(mainly in southern India), and has more than 20,000 concert performances to his credit.
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Mr. Heggade has been the ‘Dharmadhikari’ (custodian) of the Dharmasthala temple in
Karnataka from the age of 20. A philanthropist, he also runs the Shri Dharmasthala
Manjunatheswara Educational Trust, which provides education through more than 25
institutions. He was awarded the Padma Vibhushan in 2015.
K.V. Vijayendra Prasad, who is from Andhra Pradesh, is the noted screenwriter behind the
blockbuster movies Baahubali and RRR that have made waves in India and abroad.

cr

Sivaji Ganesan (1982-86), Vyjayantimala Bali (1993-99) and “Cho” S. Ramaswamy (1999-2005)
are the other Tamil film personalities who have served as nominated members of the Rajya
Sabha.
Prime Minister Modi congratulated all four and cited their contributions in their respective fields.
“The remarkable P.T. Usha Ji is an inspiration for every Indian. Her accomplishments in sports
are widely known but equally commendable is her work to mentor budding athletes over the last
several years.”
“The creative genius of Ilaiyaraaja Ji has enthralled people across generations. His works
beautifully reflect many emotions. What is equally inspiring is his life journey — he rose from a
humble background and achieved so much,” Mr. Modi tweeted.
For Mr. Heggade, the Prime Minister said he was at the forefront of outstanding community
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service.
Praising Mr. Prasad, Mr. Modi noted that he has been associated with the creative world for
decades and his work showcases India’s glorious culture and has made a mark globally.
(With PTI inputs)
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A ‘NO’ TO PHARMA FREEBIES, A ‘YES’ FOR PUBLIC
GOOD
Relevant for: Indian Polity | Topic: Judiciary in India: its Structure, Organization & Functioning, Judges of SC &
High Courts, Judgments and related Issues

m

‘The judgment will go a long way in checking unethical and illegal practices’ | Photo Credit:
Getty Images/iStockphoto
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The judgment by a two-judge Bench of the Supreme Court of India in M/s Apex Laboratories
Pvt. Ltd. vs Deputy Commissioner of Income Tax, Large Tax Payer Unit-II, on February 22, 2022
has struck a blow for public good.
Justice Uday Umesh Lalit and Justice S. Ravindra Bhat dismissed the Special Leave Petition by
Apex Laboratories to claim deduction on freebies given to doctors. Upholding a decision by the
Madras High Court, the Bench said that the act of pharmaceutical companies giving freebies to
doctors is clearly ‘prohibited by the law’. Further, it cannot be claimed as a deduction under
Section 37(1) of the Income Tax Act, 1961.
Also read | Make code on pharma firms mandatory: doctors

IA

The judgment will go a long way in checking unethical and illegal practices in the pharma sector
which has become so out of reach for the common man.
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Repelling the contention of the company by S. Ganesh, Senior Counsel, Justice Ravindra Bhat
said that pharmaceutical companies have misused a legislative gap to actively perpetuate the
commission of an offence of giving freebies to doctors to promote their brands, even though this
was prohibited in the law framed by the Medical Council of India (MCI). In the said case, the
company was giving out freebies to doctors in order for them to create awareness about a health
supplement it was manufacturing called Zincovit.

cr

The judge said that in the process of interpretation of the law, it is the responsibility of the court
to discern the social purpose which the specific provision subserves. The judgment said: “Thus,
pharmaceutical companies’ gifting freebies to doctors, etc. is clearly ‘prohibited by law’ and not
allowed to be claimed as a deduction under Section 37(1). Doing so would wholly undermine
public policy. The well-established principle of interpretation of taxing statutes — that they need
to be interpreted strictly — cannot sustain when it results in an absurdity contrary to the
intentions of the Parliament.”
Upholding the Central Board of Direct Taxes (CBDT) circular dated August 1, 2012, and
applying it to the case, the Court also cited and relied upon Regulation 6.8 of the Indian Medical
Council (Professional Conduct, Etiquette and Ethics) Regulations, 2002 framed under the
Medical Council Act, 1956, now repealed and substituted by the National Medical Commission
Act, 2019. The Court also highlighted Quereshi (2007) 2 SCC 759 and Commissioner Of Income
Tax vs Khemchand Motilal Jain to show that the assessee was not a wilful participant in any
offence or illegal activity prohibited by law.
While overruling the Income Tax Tribunal’s view in the case of PHL Pharma (2017) and Max
Hospital (2014) ILR 1 P. 620, the Court held that Regulations 2002 did apply to pharma
companies also. Further, they could not be allowed to perpetuate the illegality of violations of
norms by doctors. Invoking the principle of implied condition, the Court relied on the precedents
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in the case of P.V. Narasimha Rao (1998) 4 SCC 626 under the Prevention of Corruption Act,
and Jamal Uddin Ahmad (2003) 4 SCC 257 under the Representation of the People Act.

m

Laying emphasis on the fiduciary relationship between doctor and patient, the Court noted that a
doctor’s prescription is considered as the final word on medication by the patient even if the cost
of such medication is unaffordable. In a situation where such trust is reposed in doctors, having
prescriptions manipulated by the lure of freebies is immoral. The Court was conscious that the
cost of such freebies is factored in the cost of medicines sold, in turn driving up their prices and
perpetuating a publicly injurious cycle. This fact was taken note of by the Parliamentary Standing
Committee on Health and Family Welfare in its 45th report, dated August 4, 2010.

IA
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In its elaborate judgment, the Court also took note of a report issued by the United States
Department of Health and Human Services Office called “Savings Available Under Full Generic
Substitution of Multiple Source Brand Drugs in Medicare Part D” dated July 23, 2018. Here, it
was stated that the beneficiaries could have saved over $600 million in out-of-pocket payments
had they been dispensed generic equivalent drugs. In a previous study by ProPublica titled
“Dollars for Doctors: Now There is Proof: Docs who get Company Cash Tend to Prescribe Brand
Name Meds” dated March 17, 2016 also, similar feelings were echoed. In the U.S., by the
reason of the Physician Payments Sunshine Act 2010 also known as Section 6002 of the
Affordable Care Act (ACA) of 2010, the law compels the manufacturers of drugs, devices,
biologic and medical supplies to report to the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services, on
three broad categories of payments or transfers of value such as meals, travel reimbursements
and consulting fees. These include expenses borne by manufacturers such as speaker fees,
travel, gifts, honoraria, entertainment, charitable contribution, education, grants and research
grants, etc.
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Obviously, the uncovered field in this judgment — and it was not the controversy in hand before
the Court — is the sale of medicines at Maximum Retail Price, or MRP. This is a scam and a
case of underhand dealing that happens in the pharma world (the giving away of freebies is a
smaller part of it) because drugs are invariably sold in pharmacist shops at MRP only. This is
what affects medical treatment. Even though the Drug Price Control Order and Drugs and
Cosmetics Act are there on the statute book, there is hardly any action to keep the sale price of
medicines under control with due and proper investigation into their so-called research and
development costs and keeping their profit margins within a prescribed limit.

cr

One fails to understand why the law cannot be amended to compel the manufacturer of drugs to
sell at the verified genuine cost, that also factors in a reasonable profit margin for each product
by bringing manufacturers, both foreign or domestic, under the control of the MCI or any other
equivalent body such as the Institute of Chartered Accountants of India. This must be at a
uniform rate throughout the country; further, classified life saving drugs should be sold at cost
only or even at subsidised rates.
Nobody is against the pharma industry earning a reasonable profit. But there is an urgent need
to check looting that is driven by drug manufacturers to distribute their products using freebies or
‘bribes’.
This judgment can also go far. It should be debated and applied to other unethical practices and
expenditure out of public funds. The strategy here should be to use financial tools such as
income-tax provisions for disallowing such expenditure and taxing the same as perquisites or
taxable income in the hands of recipients viz. assurances and declarations in election
campaigns by political parties by giving away free laptops, waived electricity charges, food
grains, loan waivers, etc. It is tax-payers money that is being used to garner votes.
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Justice Vineet Kothari is a former Acting Chief Justice of the Gujarat and Madras High Courts
and Judge of the Rajasthan and Karnataka High Courts
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MAN SEEKS NOC TO EXPORT HIS EMBRYOS
Relevant for: Indian Polity | Topic: Judiciary in India: its Structure, Organization & Functioning, Judges of SC &
High Courts, Judgments and related Issues

A married man has moved the Delhi High Court seeking to expedite the process of obtaining a
no-objection certificate (NOC) for exporting embryos to a surrogate mother abroad.

m

Justice Yashwant Varma issued notice to the Centre, the National Assisted Reproductive
Technology and Surrogacy Board (NARTSB), and the Indian Council of Medical Research
(ICMR) on the plea and posted it for further hearing on July 20.
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The man, in his petition filed through advocates Parminder Singh and Vishnu Tallapragada, said
he has been regularly following up with the NARTSB and ICMR for over six months for issuance
of an NOC for export of his embryos for personal use.
“However, no substantive response has yet been received by the petitioner,” Mr. Singh said. He
said his client, who wish to remain anonymous for personal reasons, was left with no other
alternative but to approach the High Court.

IA

Due to the “unreasonable delay” by the authorities, the original surrogacy agreement the man
entered into with a surrogate in California had lapsed, Mr. Singh said. “After great effort, the
petitioner was able to renegotiate the said agreement with the surrogate mother. Any further
delay in the adjudication of the petitioner’s application would cause great prejudice to the
petitioner,” the plea said.
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Mr. Singh submitted that export of embryos from India has been allowed by the Government of
India as per June 12, 2020 notification issued by the Directorate General of Foreign Trade,
Ministry of Commerce and Industry. As per the notification, for the purpose of export of embryos
from India, the necessary prerequisite is an NOC issued by the ICMR.
No response
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Mr. Singh said his client first moved an application on January 18, 2022 before the ICMR
seeking the requisite NOC, but, has failed to receive any response. He said the ICMR was
deciding such applications based on the “Guidelines for export of Embryos and Gametes” as
available on its website. Meanwhile, on January 25, 2022, the Assisted Reproductive
Technology (Regulation) Act, 2021 was brought into force in the country.
Section 229 of the Assisted Reproductive Technology (Regulation) Act prohibited the transfer or
use of gametes, zygotes and embryos, directly or indirectly to any party within or outside India
except in the case of transfer of own gametes and embryos for personal use with the permission
of NARTSB. Mr. Singh said his client followed up with NARTSB, ICMR and the Centre but no
response has been received till date.
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By moving the Karnataka High Court challenging several blocking orders from the Union
government on content posted on its website, Twitter, Inc. has finally decided to take the bull by
the horns on the issue of freedom of expression on the online platform. A cynical view will regard
this as action done under duress — between February 2, 2021 and February 28, 2022, Twitter
was issued directions to block 1,474 accounts and 175 tweets in India, with the Ministry of
Electronics and Information Technology suggesting in June that it was giving the company a
final opportunity to comply with the directions. But a substantive look at the challenge in the
court by the company — 39 URLs in specific in its petition — suggests that Twitter is right to
take up the gauntlet. Much of the content in these URLs deemed to be fit for takedowns is either
journalistic or of a political nature, or even dissent. For example, some of the tweets were by
farmers and others during their agitations against the farm laws. Twitter is also accurate in
suggesting that the Government has not complied with rules under the Information Technology
(IT) Act which call for a hearing of the author of the content besides the intermediary before any
takedown action. The provision of these rules was one of the key reasons why the Supreme
Court had upheld the constitutionality of Section 69A of the IT Act (in Shreya Singhal vs Union of
India, 2015), which empowers the Government to restrict access to online content in the interest
of the sovereignty and integrity of the country, security of the state, friendly relations with foreign
states or for public order. It is quite clear that the Union government has used the public order
and national security argument in a blanket manner to get Internet platforms such as Twitter to
take down content or to seek removal of profiles even if they merely constituted political dissent
or were not remotely connected to the reasons proffered by it.
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The Internet and telecommunications system has become an even greater behemoth than what
it was when the IT Act was framed in 2000. To expand the scope of regulations to the new forms
of intermediaries that have cropped up since then, the Government most recently came up with
the Information Technology (Intermediary Guidelines and Digital Media Ethics Code) Rules,
2021, which, besides bringing about obligations for accountability from social media companies
and platforms, went on to add onerous requirements such as traceability of online conversations
and new oversight functions that are weighted in the Government’s favour. Twitter’s case in the
Karnataka High Court should lead to greater scrutiny of the Rules and to a clear legislative
debate on how to remake them in a way that they do not impinge on the right to freedom of
expression and privacy in the online space.
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‘In certain rare situations, the judiciary could still act as a determined umpire who checks the
executive’s excesses’ | Photo Credit: PTI
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Mohammed Zubair, the co-founder of Alt News, continues to be in prison despite the Supreme
Court of India, last Friday, granting him interim bail, because of remand in another case by the
Delhi police. The Court was aware of the futility of the bail order. Yet, the Court did not direct his
release by granting him bail in the other case too.
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The order relates to a case challenging the Allahabad High Court’s judgment refusing to quash
the First Information Report (FIR) against Mr. Zubair. The charge was under Section 295A of the
Indian Penal Code (IPC) — outraging religious feelings ... by insulting religion or religious
beliefs. Later, a charge under Section 153-A IPC, of promoting religious enmity, was added.
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It was explained to the Court that there was not even a prima facie case against Mr. Zubair.
Also, it was shown that the case itself was a device to crush dissent. The political malice behind
the charge was very obvious. The Court also seemingly accepted the contentions, as evident
from the grant of bail. Yet, the Court said the order was with respect to only the case registered
in Uttar Pradesh. This has meant the continued detention of Mr. Zubair.
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The Supreme Court of India is regarded as the world’s most powerful top court, on account of its
wide power of judicial review. It has the jurisdiction to issue writs under Article 32 of the
Constitution. It also has the original jurisdiction under Article 131 of the Constitution. There is
also wide appellate power under Articles 132, 133, 134 and 136 of the Constitution. More
significantly, the Supreme Court has the power to “make such order as is necessary for doing
complete justice in any cause or matter pending before it”, as per Article 142 of the Constitution.
Yet, the top court has shown itself to be helpless when issues of individual liberty have been
placed before it on very many occasions. Many political prisoners languish in prison after their
bail pleas have been repeatedly rejected by different courts. The executive is able to register
multiple FIRs in different States of India so as to ensure that the dissident is not released from
prison even if bail is granted in some of the cases. Thus, the jail jurisprudence of the executive
effectively surpasses the Court’s bail jurisdiction. Reports say that after the Supreme Court’s
order, another warrant was issued against Mr. Zubair by a local court in Lakhimpur Kheri in Uttar
Pradesh. This scenario, which reflects the new normal in the country’s criminal jurisprudence,
poses crucial challenges to the judiciary.
The Supreme Court cannot afford to be conventional if it really wants to tackle this situation
where an aggrandising executive hunts its opponents in a systematic and incremental way.
Conventional legal wisdom proclaims that every criminal case is a case which requires to be
dealt with as such and taken to its logical conclusion. Even in Mr. Zubair’s case, the contention
of the Solicitor General of India was that “any order passed by (the Supreme) Court (in this
case) will interdict four judicial orders passed by two courts which have not been challenged”. It
is the Court’s inability to overcome this line of argument by invoking the spirit of Article 142 that
led to the ironic predicament of Mr. Zubair being in jail, despite the grant of the ‘interim bail’.
The practice of registering multiple FIRs is extremely problematic. In the context of free speech,
American legal scholar Professor Vincent Blasi identifies “historical periods when intolerance of
unorthodox ideas is most prevalent and when governments are most able and most likely to
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stifle dissent systematically”. The situation in India is illustrative.
The criminal justice system in such tough times degenerates into rule by law, that replaces rule
of law. The law becomes an effective device in the hands of the Government for the purposes of
a witch-hunt and this operates against the opponents of a regime, as a class. In this scenario, if
the Court erroneously presumes that the nation’s legal system is governed by the principle of
rule of law, fallacies and unjust consequences are bound to occur. In such a legal ambience, it
will be equally fallacious to treat each case as isolated, as in reality, it is not so. Climatic
changes in a nation’s constitutionalism are a hard reality which no court can ignore.
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Even in challenging times, a constitutional court should be able to evolve a mechanism of its
own to preserve the democratic foundation of the country by intervening in the incremental
process of nation’s “deconstitutionalisation”. Professor of law Rosalind Dixon in a recent study
says that “at least under certain conditions — of sufficient independence, political support and
remedial power — courts can too play an important role in buttressing democratic processes
and commitments”, and this, according to her, “is the essence of responsive judicial review”. The
constitutional courts in Colombia and Brazil have developed the new doctrine of
“unconstitutional state of affairs”. This enables the court to address structural deficits with a
sense of realism and to pass effective orders even by deviating from procedural rigour, with a
view to protect fundamental rights. This is, in certain ways, akin to the practice of Public Interest
Litigation (PIL) in India and structural injunctions in the United States.
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The courts, no doubt, may sometimes subserve the interest of the executive. This may even
pose a serious threat to personal liberty, as it happened recently in its observations against
activist Teesta Setalvad and former police officer R.B. Sreekumar. But in certain rare situations,
it could still act as a determined umpire who checks the executive’s excesses. The Supreme
Court’s intervention in the Centre’s COVID-19 vaccine policy and the Pegasus episode
illustrates this point. The need is to expand the latter approach and to create and perpetuate a
democratic judicial atmosphere that supports the cause of freedom.
At least in principle, the Indian Supreme Court is constitutionally equipped with the power to
invoke its jurisdiction for the larger cause of liberty, even by deviating from the conventional
technical route. The “complete justice” under Article 142 is meant to be used when the legalistic
arguments such as those raised by the state in Mr. Zubair’s case have the effect of sabotaging
the goal of constitutional justice. The Court needs a new version of judicial activism, which the
Court itself evolved, in the 1980s.
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The genesis of Article 142 shows that the makers of the Constitution have consciously
incorporated this provision by drastically modifying the earlier corresponding provision in the
Government of India Act, 1935. The Government of India Act, by way of Section 210(2), only
said about the enforceability of the orders of the Federal Court. It did not, naturally, contain an
idea of complete justice in the constitutional sense. Article 142, on the other hand, arms the
Supreme Court with this supplemental power.
The interpretation of the scope of this provision has been varied, and sometimes even
conflicting. Some judgments pleaded for its restrictive use while some others did for its liberal
and contextual application. In Delhi Development Authority vs Skipper Construction Company
(1996), the top court said that the power under Article 142 should remain “undefined and
uncatalogued, so that it remains elastic enough to be moulded to suit the given situation”.
It is essential for the Supreme Court of India to treat political prisoners and dissenters facing
multiple FIRs and undergoing unjustifiably long incarceration as a class. It needs jurisprudence
at the normative level to tackle the technical arguments that create a false notion of rule of law
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Kaleeswaram Raj is a lawyer at the Supreme Court of India
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when the very cause of arrest and detention is the lack of it. When a glaring instance of
curtailing a person’s freedom is placed before the top court, it should be capable of calling for
the records pertaining to the multiple FIRs and to suo motu add all the stakeholders as parties (if
needed); the Court should immediately ensure that vindictive incarceration does not continue
even for a day. This might be difficult, yet not impossible. Mr. Zubair’s case is one (like many
other cases in the past) that demonstrates the juridical deficits of today’s Supreme Court. It is,
therefore, an imperative to evolve an effective jurisprudence of “complete justice” by focusing on
personal liberty. It is the praxis of this new judicial device that can, perhaps, preserve the
country’s democratic legacy.
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CANNOT IMPOSE BAN ON DEMOLITIONS: SC
Relevant for: Indian Polity | Topic: Judiciary in India: its Structure, Organization & Functioning, Judges of SC &
High Courts, Judgments and related Issues

Senior advocate Harish Salve, also for the State government, said the “argument on rule of law
was powerful indeed”.
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“But the factual foundation is wobbly. Can Your Lordships pass an order saying that a house
cannot be demolished merely because it belongs to an accused,” Mr. Salve asked.
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But Mr. Dave, for petitioner Jamiat Ulama-i-Hind, said the court should view the problem from a
larger perspective. The country was facing an “extraordinarily serious” situation. Justice was
being delivered by the arms of the bulldozer. Rule of law lay in the debris. Powerful State
governments and its functionaries were taking advantage of municipal laws to “wreck
vengeance” by using bulldozers to demolish the private homes and buildings of people whom
they believed were behind communal violence and riots.
“Instead of following the rule of law, they take advantage of the municipal laws to demolish
houses,” the senior lawyer said. Mr. Dave pointed to media reports showing how authorities had
destroyed the house of a murder accused even before the case had come to trial.
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Senior advocate C.U. Singh, also for Jamiat, said the court’s stay of the Jahangirpuri demolitions
had hardly stopped the authorities from using the same modus operandi “in city after city” hit by
communal violence. “In fact, these demolition drives are announced by the police... There have
been express statements from higher-ups in the police that ‘I saw you throwing stones so I am
going to demolish your home’...,” Mr. Singh said.
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In its latest affidavit on June 12, the Uttar Pradesh government said petitions being filed in the
Supreme Court against “routine” demolitions were a surreptitious attempt by third parties such
as the Jamiat Ulama-i-Hind to protect “illegal encroachments” and “sensationalise” the issue.
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The Uttar Pradesh government said demolitions conducted so far were those against
unauthorised constructions on public land. Action was taken strictly under the U.P. Municipal
Corporation Act 1959 and U.P. Urban Planning and Development Act 1973. The government
has throughout maintained that the demolitions carried out in the aftermath of violence following
the Prophet remarks row were measures taken by independent local authorities against illegal
structures.
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MAHARASHTRA GOVT. SLASHES VAT ON PETROL,
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Chief Minister Eknath Shinde on a reversal spree.
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In a major decision after taking power last month, the new Maharashtra government led by Chief
Minister Eknath Shinde and Deputy Chief Minister Devendra Fadnavis slashed the value-added
tax (VAT) on petrol and diesel by Rs. 5 and Rs. 3 per litre, respectively.
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Mr. Fadnavis also said that the State government had given all clearances for expediting the
Mumbai-Ahmedabad bullet train project, which had been put on the back-burner by the erstwhile
Uddhav Thackeray-led tripartite ‘Maha Vikas Aghadi’ (MVA) government.
The decision on the fuel price cut was taken in the second Cabinet meeting since the formation
of the new Shiv Sena (Shinde faction)-Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) government on June 30.
While stating that the reduction on fuel prices would put a burden of Rs. 6,000 crore annually on
the State exchequer, Mr. Shinde said that the public would get a much-needed relief.
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He further stressed that no development projects would be affected as a result of this relief.
“This decision is part of the Shiv Sena-BJP government’s commitment to public welfare,” Mr.
Shinde said.
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Earlier in May this year, soon after the Centre had slashed the excise duty on diesel and petrol,
the Uddhav Thackeray-led MVA had announced a reduction in the value added tax (VAT) on
petrol by Rs. 2.08 per litre and diesel by Rs. 1.44 a litre.
Addressing a press conference in the Mantralaya after the State cabinet meeting, Mr. Fadnavis,
speaking on the bullet train project, said that Chief Minister Shinde had given all the clearances
for the project.
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The pending issues were related to the forest clearances and land acquisition, among others, he
said.
The estimated cost of the Mumbai-Ahmedabad bullet train project is Rs. 1,10,000 crore, of which
Rs. 88,000 crore is being funded by the Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA). Over
70% land required in Maharashtra for the project has been acquired in Thane and Palghar
districts.
The project had become the cause of more sabre-rattling between the MVA and the Modi
government at the Centre, with the former not taking any step to move ahead with it.
Meanwhile, the new Shinde-Fadnavis government delivered yet another blow to the earlier MVA
as it announced that presidents of nagar panchayats and nagar parishads in Maharashtra will
now be elected directly by the people.
Mr. Shinde also announced that the Cabinet had approved the direct election of sarpanches of
the gram panchayats in the State.
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With these, the new government has undone the decisions of the erstwhile MVA government in
2020, according to which presidents of nagar panchayats and parishads were to be elected by
councillors and not directly by the people.
Commenting on the formation of the new cabinet, Mr. Shinde assured that the ministers would
be inducted soon and assigned their portfolios.
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Mr. Fadnavis said that the cabinet formation would certainly be faster that that of the MVA
government, which had only “five ministers for one-and-a-half months” before the cabinet was
brought up to strength.
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Nearly two weeks since the new government was formed following Mr. Shinde’s breaking away
from the Uddhav Thackeray-led Shiv Sena with his faction, no minister of the new government
has been sworn in save the Chief Minister (Mr. Shinde) and the Deputy Chief Minister (Mr.
Fadnavis).
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Relevant for: Indian Polity | Topic: The President and the Vice-President of India

The term of office of Ram Nath Kovind, President of India, is ending on 24 July. As per Article 62
of the Constitution of India, an election to fill the vacancy caused by the expiration of the term of
office of the outgoing President is required to be completed before the expiration of the term.
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Election of 15th President of India: All you need to know
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Nearly 4,800 elected MPs and MLAs will vote on Monday to elect the 15th President of India,
with NDA candidate Droupadi Murmu having a clear edge over Opposition's Yashwant Sinha as
over 60 per cent votes are expected to be cast in her favour.

As per the Article 54 of the Constitution of India, the President is elected by the members of the
Electoral College consisting of:
elected members of both Houses of Parliament, and elected members of the Legislative
Assemblies of all States including National Capital Territory of Delhi and the Union Territory of
Puducherry.The polling will take place in Parliament House and state legislative assemblies
between 10 am and 5 pm for which ballot boxes have already reached their destinations.
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For marking the vote, the Commission will supply particular pens. The pen will be given to the
electors in the polling station by the designated official when the ballot paper is handed over.
Electors have to mark the ballot only with this particular pen and not with any other pen. Voting
by using any other pen shall lead to invalidation of the vote at the time of counting.
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Normally, Members of Parliament are expected to cast their votes at the place of polling in the
Parliament House, New Delhi. Similarly, Members of State Legislative Assemblies are expected
to vote at the respective State Legislative Assembly.
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However, on account of any exigency or special circumstances, the Members of Parliament can
vote in any of the approved places of polling in the Legislative Assemblies of States/NCT of
Delhi/UT of Puducherry. In similar conditions, any MLA may vote at the place of polling in
Parliament House, New Delhi or in any of the approved places of polling in the Legislative
Assembly of other States/NCT of Delhi/UT of Puducherry.
The counting of votes will take place at Parliament House on July 21 and the next President will
take oath on July 25.
With the support of regional parties such as BJD, YSRCP, BSP, AIADMK, TDP, JD(S),
Shiromani Akali Dal, Shiv Sena and now JMM, Murmu's vote share is likely to reach nearly twothirds and she is set to become the first woman from the tribal community to occupy the top
constitutional post. The National Democratic Alliance (NDA) nominee now has over 6.67 lakh
votes after the support of various regional parties, out of a total of 10,86,431 votes.
The value of vote of an MLA varies in different states. In Uttar Pradesh, the value of vote of each
MLA stands at 208, followed by 176 in Jharkhand and Tamil Nadu. In Maharashtra, it is 175. In
Sikkim, the value of vote per MLA is seven, while it is nine in Nagaland and eight in Mizoram.
These preferences for the candidates are to be marked by the elector, by placing the figures 1,
2, 3, 4, 5 and so on, against the names of the candidates, in the order of preference, in the
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space provided in column 2 of the ballot paper.
According to Election Commission's directions, while MPs will get a green-coloured ballot paper,
the MLAs will get a pink ballot paper to cast vote. Separate colours help the returning officer
ascertain the value of vote of each MLA and MP.
Log in to our website to save your bookmarks. It'll just take a moment.
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Oops! Looks like you have exceeded the limit to bookmark the image. Remove some to
bookmark this image.
Your session has expired, please login again.
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You are now subscribed to our newsletters. In case you can’t find any email from our side,
please check the spam folder.
This is a subscriber only feature Subscribe Now to get daily updates on WhatsApp
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PRESIDENT KOVIND ACCEPTS JAGDEEP
DHANKHAR’S RESIGNATION AS WEST BENGAL
GOVERNOR
Relevant for: Indian Polity | Topic: The President and the Vice-President of India
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President Ram Nath Kovind has accepted the resignation of West Bengal Governor Jagdeep
Dhankhar, a statement from the Rashtrapati Bhavan said on Sunday. Manipur Governor La.
Ganesan has been assigned additional responsibility of West Bengal until regular arrangements
are made for the post, the statement added. The West Bengal Governor’s resignation comes a
day after he was announced as the Vice-Presidential candidate of the ruling National
Democratic Alliance (NDA).
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DESPITE SC ALARM, BAIL IS STILL NOT THE NORM
Relevant for: Indian Polity | Topic: Judiciary in India: its Structure, Organization & Functioning, Judges of SC &
High Courts, Judgments and related Issues

The Supreme Court judges have raised the alarm about indiscriminate arrests and the nearimpossible chances of getting bail for undertrial prisoners in two separate fronts in a matter of a
week.
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Chief Justice of India N.V. Ramana, speaking in Jaipur on July 16, urged the government to reexamine the criminal justice system.
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On July 11, a Bench of Justices Sanjay Kishan Kaul and M.M. Sundresh even suggested a new
Bail Act itself to streamline and simplify the process.
However, words and judgments apart, bail is still tough to get, and once got, the conditions
imposed on the accused, even by the Supreme Court, remain stringent, to say the least.
Zubair’s case

On July 8, Alt News co-founder Mohammed Zubair got interim bail from the top court in a case
registered against him in Sitapur of Uttar Pradesh for a tweet.
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Though bail was granted, the Bench imposed strict conditions. One of them was that he should
not post “any tweets”. The other that he “shall not tamper with any evidence, electronic or
otherwise in Bengaluru or anywhere else”.
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The conditions hardly matched the fact that the top court’s bail would not leave Mr. Zubair a free
man.
The Uttar Pradesh government had made it clear that, at the most, he would be transferred to
Delhi for judicial custody in another case concerning his tweet. Since then, multiple cases have
been registered against him in Uttar Pradesh itself.
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The CJI’s speech on July 16 may be an acknowledgement of the rising concerns about personal
liberty and the burgeoning undertrial prisoner population in jails across the country.
“In our criminal justice system, the process is the punishment,” Chief Justice Ramana said. The
CJI pointed out that 80% of the 6.10 lakh prisoners are undertrials.
The July 11 judgment had also highlighted how jails were overflowing in India while conviction
rates remain an abysmal low. The judgment underscored that a police state cannot exist within a
democracy. “
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PRESERVING DEMOCRACY IN INDIA
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Maharashtra Minister Uday Samant with rebel Shiv Sena leader Eknath Shinde and other
supporting MLAs in Guwahati on June 26. | Photo Credit: PTI
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In January 2014, while addressing the Vijay Sankalp rally in Goa, Narendra Modi called on the
audience to vote for a “Congress-mukt Bharat”. He said, “Be it dynasty politics, nepotism,
corruption, communalism, divisions in society or poverty, getting freedom from all this is what I
mean by a Congress-mukt Bharat.” Stating the BJP’s commitment to changing the future of
India, he said, “We need efforts to integrate the nation, not divide it.” The events that have
unfolded in the last few years, including the toppling of governments in Madhya Pradesh,
Karnataka and Maharashtra and the selective arrests of Opposition leaders, show that we are
perhaps heading towards an Opposition-mukt Bharat.
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The Indian Constitution adopted the parliamentary system and not the presidential system. B.R.
Ambedkar provided the rationale for this: “A democratic executive must satisfy two conditions (1) It must be a stable executive and (2) it must be a responsible executive. Unfortunately it has
not been possible so far to devise a system which can ensure both in equal degree… In
England, where the parliamentary system prevails, the assessment of responsibility of the
executive is both daily and periodic. The daily assessment is done by members of Parliament,
through questions, resolutions, no-confidence motions, adjournment motions and debates on
addresses. Periodic assessment is done by the electorate at the time of the election... The daily
assessment of responsibility which is not available under the American system it is felt far more
effective than the periodic assessment and far more necessary in... India. The draft Constitution
in recommending the parliamentary system... has preferred more responsibility to more stability.”
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Democracy is the basic feature of the Constitution. Parliamentary democracy does not envisage
a condition where a one party-government becomes permanent. The presence of a vigilant
Opposition is necessary not just for a vibrant democracy but for its very survival. When the
Opposition criticises the government or carries on an agitation to arouse public opinion against a
party’s misdeeds, it is performing a duty that is assigned by the Constitution. Without an
effective Opposition, democracy will become dull and legislature will become submissive. The
public will then think that the legislature is a sham and is unable to perform its functions and will
lose interest in the functioning of Parliament.
Before and after independence, the Congress was determined to keep other parties out. For a
long time, the Opposition was considered unnecessary and somewhat burdensome. This had a
deleterious effect on the functioning of our democracy. The very evils that Mr. Modi spoke about
in Goa were the result. Yet, Mr. Modi and the BJP today seek to follow the same path. Recently,
Home Minister Amit Shah publicly declared that the next 30-40 years will be the era of the BJP.
Encouraging defections from the parties in power in States will sound the death knell for
democracy. The Tenth Schedule has failed to serve its purpose. The Supreme Court, in Kihoto
Hollohan v. Zachillhu (1992), while upholding the 52nd Amendment through which the Tenth
Schedule was introduced, summed up the argument for and against it in these words: “On the
one hand there is the real and imminent threat to the very fabric of Indian democracy posed by
certain levels of political behaviour conspicuous by their utter and total disregard of well
recognised political proprieties and morality... On the other hand, there are... certain side-effects
which might affect and hurt even honest dissenters and conscientious objectors.” In upholding
the law, the court held: “But a political party functions on the strength of shared beliefs... Any
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freedom of its members to vote as they please independently of the political party’s declared
policies will not only embarrass its public image and popularity but also undermine public
confidence in it which... is its source of sustenance — nay, indeed, its very survival.”
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Loyalty to the party is essential. The whip system is part of the established machinery of political
organisation in the House and does not infringe on a member’s rights or privilege in any way.
That is why some political thinkers have recognised as an additional device the ‘theory of recall,’
so that a member whose personal behaviour falls below standards expected of his constituents
goes back and seek their approval. This power is particularly apt when a member shows
disloyalty to his party but declines to resign from his seat and to fight an immediate by-election.
The anti-defection law was supposed to be the justification underlying the power of recall. In the
absence of resignation and re-election immediately following the violation of the whip or showing
disloyalty to the party on whose label the member was elected, the floor test in meaningless. It
only seeks to legalise what is otherwise illegal, unconstitutional and immoral.
To see a flock of members of the governing legislative party in a State being flown from one
destination to another in chartered planes, housed in five-star hotels, and taken to States run by
the party in power at the Centre is a sign of a conspiracy. Given such circumstances, it is time
for the Supreme Court to re-write that law, if necessary by exercising powers under Article 142
of the Constitution.
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Equally alarming is the recent trend of the use of draconian powers, especially the Prevention of
Money Laundering Act, against Opposition members. Nobody can condone illegalities.
Individuals, if guilty, must be proceeded with under the law. But can one believe that such
illegalities are committed only in the Opposition? There has not been a single case against a
member of the ruling party since 2014. Is dishonesty the forte of only the Opposition parties?
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The Prime Minister must seriously introspect on the erosion of public life and set things right.
The judiciary must be aware of the ground realities and not allow such politically motivated
investigations. Judges should readily grant anticipatory bail or regular bail in such matters.
Political parties, the judiciary and civil society must take steps to ensure that democracy does
not fail. The Opposition must be tolerated because if it is left for the party in power to decide
what is healthy and unhealthy criticism, then every criticism of the latter will be treated as
unhealthy.
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During the Constituent Assembly debates, Naziruddin Ahmad had warned: “If you are not
desirous of creating anti-Congress feeling... it is very necessary for you to create an opposition,
if necessary by some members volunteering to go to the opposition and making it healthy and
strong.” Ramnarayan Singh went further and said, “ A government which does not like
opposition and always wants to be in power is not a patriotic but a traitor government.”
At the same time, while the Opposition must be credible and strong, it is for the Opposition to
make itself credible and strong. It must feel the pulse of the people. Unless it makes itself
respectable, it cannot demand any respect. This is the biggest challenge facing the nation today.
The Opposition must also work constructively. Merely attacking the Prime Minister is not
conducive for democracy. Our constitutional goal was to establish a sovereign, democratic
republic. Mr. Modi and his party have a responsibility to ensure that India does not turn into an
undemocratic republic.
Dushyant Dave is a Senior Advocate at the Supreme Court of India and former President of the
Supreme Court Bar Association
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MINORITY STATUS IN INDIA IS STATE-DEPENDENT,
SAYS SC
Relevant for: Indian Polity | Topic: Judiciary in India: its Structure, Organization & Functioning, Judges of SC &
High Courts, Judgments and related Issues

m

Every person in India can be a minority in one State or the other. Minority status of religious and
linguistic communities is “State-dependent”, the Supreme Court said on Monday.
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“Every person in this country can be a minority. I can be a minority outside my State,
Maharashtra. Similarly, a Kannada-speaking person may be in minority in States other than
Karnataka… Every person in this country can answer this description,” Justice U.U. Lalit,
heading a three-judge Bench, said.
The court was hearing a petition filed by a Mathura resident, Devkinandan Thakur, complaining
that followers of Judaism, Bahaism and Hinduism, who are the real minorities in Ladakh,
Mizoram, Lakshadweep, Kashmir, Nagaland, Meghalaya, Arunachal Pradesh, Punjab and
Manipur, cannot establish and administer educational institutions of their choice because of nonidentification of ‘minority’ at the State level.
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But the court indicated that a religious or linguistic community which is a minority in a particular
State, can inherently claim protection and the right to administer and run its own educational
institutions under Articles 29 and 30 of the Constitution. The court asked whether a specific
notification was required.
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This question from the Bench came in response to submissions made by senior advocate Arvind
Datar, for Mr. Thakur, that Hindus residing in certain States were unable to exercise their rights
under Articles 29 and 30 in the absence of a specific notification declaring them a minority.
“But take the case of linguistic minorities from Kerala to Kashmir. In Punjab, Hindi-speaking
people are in a minority. Likewise people who speak all other languages except Hindi are a
minority in Delhi. But there is no notification issued per se that these people are a minority in
Delhi… Kannada or Tamil speakers are a minority in Maharashtra… Is there a notification?”
Justice S. Ravindra Bhat asked.
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Mr. Datar said the primary concern was the “general perception” that since Hindus were a
majority, they cannot claim minority status in States where they were “definitely a minority”. He
pointed out that Hindus were a mere 1% in Ladakh, 2.75% in Mizoram, 2.77% in Lakshadweep,
4% in Kashmir, 8.74% in Nagaland, 11.52% in Meghalaya, 29% in Arunachal Pradesh, 38.49%
in Punjab and 41.29% in Manipur.
‘Bring concrete case’
But the court said it cannot examine challenges devised in “thin air”. The court challenged the
petitioner to bring a “concrete case” in which Hindus were denied rights in States where they
were a minority.
“In Kashmir or Kerala, Hindus may be a minority… but they may have claimed minority status
and might be running schools.. How do we know? We cannot go ahead on the basis of
challenges made in thin air. A cause of action before us would really arise if someone has been
denied his or her right in any State… Where is the injury or untold misery caused to this
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petitioner [Thakur]?” Justice Lalit asked.
The petition has argued that the recognition of Muslims, Christians, Sikhs, Buddhists and Parsis
nationally by the Centre as ‘minorities’ ignored the fact that religious communities such as
Hindus were “socially, economically, politically non-dominant and numerically inferior” in several
States.
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The court listed the case for hearing after two weeks.
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OVER 1.6 LAKH INDIANS GIVE UP CITIZENSHIP
Relevant for: Indian Polity | Topic: Indian Constitution - Features & Significant Provisions related to The
Preamble, Union & its Territories and The Citizenship

Minister of State for Home Affairs Nityanand Rai.-
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Over 1.6 lakh Indians renounced their citizenship in 2021, highest in the past five years,
according to information provided by the Ministry of Home Affairs (MHA) in the Lok Sabha on
Tuesday.
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Over 78,000 Indians acquired the U.S. citizenship, the highest among all other countries, by
giving up Indian citizenship. India does not allow dual citizenship. As many as 362 Indians living
in China also acquired Chinese citizenship.
‘Personal reasons’

Minister of State for Home Nityanand Rai, responding to a question by Fazlur Rehman, said in a
written reply that “individuals renounced Indian citizenship for reasons personal to them.” In
2018, MHA revised Form XXII under Citizenship Rules and included a column on
“circumstances/reasons due to which applicant intends to acquire foreign citizenship and
renounce Indian citizenship.”
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The reply stated that the number of Indians living in Australia who relinquished their citizenship
stood at 23,533, Canada- 21,597, the U.K.-14,637, Italy-5,986, Netherlands- 2187, New
Zealand- 2643, Singapore- 2516, the U.S. - 78284, Pakistan-41 and Nepal-10.
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A reply said furnished by the Ministry in 2021 said that the number of Indians who gave up
citizenship in the years 2017, 2018, 2019 and 2020 stood at 1,33,049, 1,34,561, 1,44,017 and
85,248 respectively.
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DROUPADI MURMU ELECTED 15TH PRESIDENT OF
INDIA
Relevant for: Indian Polity | Topic: The President and the Vice-President of India
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She remained an MLA till 2009, representing Rairangpur in Odisha, a town that burst into
celebrations since her name was announced as a candidate for the post of President of India.
She holds the record of being the only Governor of Jharkhand till date to complete a full tenure,
and was known to intervene in stopping amendments to the Chota Nagpur Tenancy Act that was
being brought in by the BJP government of Raghubar Das, which involved changing land use in
tribal areas.
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Congratulatory messages poured out as her victory was assured, with Union Ministers Rajnath
Singh, Amit Shah and BJP president J.P. Nadda also going in person to greet Ms. Murmu. Lok
Sabha Speaker Om Birla said Ms. Murmu “has always given voice to the hopes and aspirations
of the people, understood their grievances and resolved them.”
Assam CM’s tweet
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Ms. Murmu’s lead was substantial from the first round itself when votes of all MPs were counted,
but by the third round, her unassailable lead had made it quite clear that there had been much
cross-voting in her favour across party lines. Assam Chief Minister Himanta Biswa Sarma in fact
tweeted that in Assam, as many as 22 non-NDA MLAs had voted in favour of Ms. Murmu.
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“Smt. Droupadi Murmu polled 104 votes compared to NDA’s original strength of 79 in the 126member Assam Assembly. 2 Absent. My heartfelt gratitude to the people of Assam for reposing
their faith in the NDA’s presidential candidate,” he said.
Election managers for the ruling coalition tracking the counting said that as many as 17 MPs and
126 MLAs had voted across party lines for Ms. Murmu. Apart from the 22 MLAs in Assam, the
NDA claimed that Bihar saw six MLAs cross-vote, Gujarat saw 10, Jharkhand also saw 10
opposition MLAs vote in favour of her. Madhya Pradesh saw 19 MLAs cross-vote, while 16 did
so in Maharashtra.
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The massive cross-voting showed a larger scatter in the Opposition ranks over these polls,
which had also seen a steady depletion in its ranks since the candidature of Ms. Murmu was
announced.
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TRINAMOOL NOT TO VOTE IN VICE-PRESIDENT POLLS
Relevant for: Indian Polity | Topic: The President and the Vice-President of India

The Trinamool Congress said here on Thursday that the party’s MPs would abstain from voting
in the Vice-Presidential election on August 6. The decision was taken at a meeting of the MPs at
the residence of Chief Minister Mamata Banerjee.
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“The way the Opposition candidate [Margaret Alva of the Congress] had been decided without
proper consultation and deliberation with a party which has 35 MPs in both the Houses, we have
decided unanimously to abstain from the voting process,” Trinamool general secretary Abhishek
Banerjee told journalists after the meeting.
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He said almost 85% of the MPs urged party chairperson Ms. Banerjee to abstain from
participating in the election. The Congress and the Left parties accused the Trinamool
leadership of working as an agent of BJP.
What makes the Trinamool’s decision more intriguing is that the party is not registering its
opposition to National Democratic Alliance candidate Jagdeep Dhankhar, who, as West Bengal
Governor, had frequent run-ins with the Trinamool leadership, especially the Chief Minister.
Mr. Abhishek, however, said questions of tacit support for him did not arise.
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Asked if the decision will affect Opposition unity, he said that to maintain it, one had to rise
above ego and self-interest.
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“For Opposition unity, we can do floor coordination in Parliament and also take to the streets...
but we have to change our approach,” he added.
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DIN IN RS OVER PRIVATE MEMBER’S BILL
Relevant for: Indian Polity | Topic: Parliament - structure, functioning, conduct of business, powers & privileges
and issues arising out of these

Raising objection:Opposition members protesting in the Rajya Sabha on Thursday.PTI-

m

Opposition members protested against the introduction of a private member’s Bill on the repeal
of The Places of Worship (Special Provisions) Act, 1991, in the Rajya Sabha on Friday. The Bill
moved by BJP member Harnath Singh Yadav could not be introduced as the member was
absent.
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The 1991 law was enacted to freeze the status of all places of worship in the country as on
August 15, 1947 but an exception was made to keep the Babri Masjid-Ramjanmabhoomi dispute
out of its ambit. Its relevance was brought to the fore recently in the Gyanvapi mosque litigation.
As soon as the Bill was mentioned, there was protest from the Opposition members.
“This Bill should not be admitted, it will be a contradiction as the matter is sub-judice in Supreme
Court,” Pramod Tiwari, Congress member said. Deputy Chairman Harivansh Narayan Singh
said that the member had no right to speak on the Bill for it was not the property of the House as
it was not introduced.
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Another Bill – the Uniform Civil Code (UCC) in India Bill — submitted by BJP member Kirodi Lal
Meena for the constitution of the National Inspection and Investigation Committee for
preparation of the UCC and its implementation throughout India was mentioned by Deputy
Chairman Harivansh but it was also not submitted as the member was not present in the House.
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CPI member P. Sandosh Kumar moved The National Commission for the Welfare of Homebased Workers Bill, 2022. The Bill said that although home-based workers belong to the most
vulnerable category of workers, there are no official policies, programmes and schemes that
protect their rights and welfare. “The term home-based worker is not legally recognised. Hence,
they remain as an exploited and invisible class of workers living under the mercy of global
brands for whom they do the hard work. It is critical for the government to recognise and identify
the problems of these large majority of workers and safeguard their legitimate rights and welfare
through legislative and administrative actions,” the Bill moved by Mr. Kumar said.
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Right to Health Bill

The Upper House discussed the Right to Health Bill, 2021 moved by Rashtriya Janata Dal’s
Manoj Kumar Jha in one of the previous sessions.
The Bill aims to provide for health as a fundamental right to all citizens and to ensure equitable
access and maintenance of a standard of physical and mental health. Mr. Jha said medical
poverty was increasing in the country which showed the failure to provide affordable and
accessible health facilities to the common man.
Rajani Patil of theCongress drew the attention of the House to the poor conditions of
government hospitals and said a few days ago she was left unattended for four hours at the
emergency wing of Ram Manohar Lohia Hospital in Delhi. “I suffered from food poisoning but
when I reached there I saw multiple patients on one bed. There was no space, it was crowded,
the doctors were on a tea-break,” Ms. Patil recalled.
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Amar Patnaik of the Biju Janata Dal (BJD) said that out-of-pocket expenditure on health was a
matter of concern. K. Keshava Rao of the Telangana Rashtra Samithi (TRS) said health and
education were the prime concern of the people of the country. He urged the government to give
more focus to these issues. Participating in the discussion, John Brittas of the CPI(M) demanded
more allocation for the health sector.
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MOVE HC ON AADHAAR-POLL ROLL LINK: SC
Relevant for: Indian Polity | Topic: Elections, Election Commission and the Electoral Reforms in India Incl.
Political Parties

The Supreme Court on Monday refused to intervene in a petition filed by Congress leader
Randeep Singh Surjewala challenging amendments in the election laws allowing electoral roll
data to be linked to Aadhaar.
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The Election Laws (Amendment) Act of 2021 requires a person to use the Aadhaar number to
establish or authenticate identity on the electoral rolls. A Bench led by Justice D.Y. Chandrachud
asked the counsel for Mr. Surjewala to move the High Court concerned.
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The lawyer said elections were due in several States and the issue required an authoritative
judgment from the Supreme Court to ensure uniform applicability of the law. The Bench said if
multiple petitions were filed later on, a request could be made then to club and transfer them to
the Supreme Court.
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“Linking of Aadhaar data with Electronic Electoral Photo Identity Card data will allow the
personal and private data of voters to be available to a statutory authority and shall impose a
limitation on the voters, i.e., the voters will now have to establish their identity before the
Electoral Registration Officer by furnishing their respective Aadhaar details,” the petition had
argued.
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LS PASSES FAMILY COURTS (AMENDMENT) BILL FOR
PEACEFUL AND SPEEDY DISPUTE RESOLUTION
Relevant for: Indian Polity | Topic: Judiciary in India: its Structure, Organization & Functioning, Judges of SC &
High Courts, Judgments and related Issues
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The Lok Sabha on Tuesday passed the Family Courts (Amendment) Bill, 2022 which proposes
to give retrospective statutory cover to the family courts already operating in Himachal Pradesh
and Nagaland. While two family courts have been functioning in Nagaland since September
2008, three were set up in Himachal Pradesh in February 2019. However, they were not notified
by the Central government, as required under the then existing law. The matter came up last
year during the proceedings in the Himachal Pradesh High Court pertaining to a case.
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19 RAJYA SABHA MEMBERS SUSPENDED IN ONE GO
Relevant for: Indian Polity | Topic: Parliament - structure, functioning, conduct of business, powers & privileges
and issues arising out of these

Continuing protests:Opposition members protesting in the Rajya Sabha in New Delhi on
Tuesday.PTI-
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Nineteen MPs were on Tuesday suspended from attending the Rajya Sabha for the remainder
of the week for disrupting the House proceedings and demanding a discussion on price rise and
a rollback of the Goods and Services Tax (GST) on daily essentials.
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The suspended MPs included seven from the Trinamool Congress, six from the Dravida
Munnetra Kazhagam (DMK), three from the Telangana Rashtra Samiti (TRS), two from the
Communist Party of India (Marxist) and one from the Communist Party of India (CPI). Later, the
House was adjourned for the day as the Chair appealed to the suspended members to withdraw
from the House, but they continued to remain in the Well of the House.
This is the highest number of single-batch suspension following the suspension of four Congress
members from the Lok Sabha on Monday for the rest of the Monsoon Session. Last November,
as many as 12 MPs from Opposition parties were suspended for the entire Winter Session in the
Rajya Sabha.
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Those suspended are Sushmita Dev, Mausam Noor, Shanta Chhetri, Dola Sen, Santunu Sen,
Abir Ranjan Biswas and Nadimul Haque of the Trinamool Congress; M. Mohamed Abdulla,
Kanimozhi N.V.N. Somu, M. Shanmugam, S. Kalyanasundaram, R. Girirajan and N.R. Elango of
the DMK; B. Lingaiah Yadav, Ravichandra Vaddiraju and Damodar Rao Divakonda of the TRS;
V. Sivadasan and A.A. Rahim of the CPI(M); and Sandosh Kumar of CPI.
Minister of State for Parliamentary Affairs V. Muraleedharan moved a motion to suspend 10 MPs
in the Rajya Sabha. When it was adopted by a voice vote, Deputy Chairman Harivansh Narayan
Singh read out the names of 19 members who have been suspended for the rest of the week.
Scenes of ruckus
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In the morning, the Upper House paid tributes to the soldiers martyred during the Kargil war. As
soon as papers were laid on the table of the House, Opposition MPs stormed into the Well of the
House demanding a rollback of the GST on certain essential goods. Rajya Sabha Chairman M.
Venkaiah Naidu, without even taking up the notices before him, adjourned the House till noon.
The Deputy Chairman insisted they will be allowed to ask questions only if the Opposition
members return to their seats. When the House assembled, similar scenes of ruckus continued.
Deputy Chairman Harivansh adjourned the House for 15 minutes at 12.05 p.m. But even after
that, the pandemonium continued and the Question Hour was taken up amid ruckus. There was
a question on the changes in the GST slabs.
Many Opposition members wanted to ask supplementary questions on this, but the Deputy
Chairman insisted that they will be allowed to ask questions only if the Opposition members go
back to their seats. Mr. Harivansh warned the protesting members against showing placards,
saying he will be forced to invoke Rule 256 and name the members if the ruckus continued.
When the House resumed at 2 p.m., MPs continued to be in the Well of the House and Mr.
Harivansh said they were disrupting the House and not letting other MPs to speak. The MPs
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were then suspended and the House adjourned for 15 minutes. When it resumed, the
suspended MPs refused to heed to the Chair’s appeals to leave the House, leading to another
adjournment for one hour.
The House was finally adjourned until Wednesday.
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THOSE OVER 17 YEARS BUT NOT YET 18, CAN
REGISTER TO BECOME VOTERS: EC
Relevant for: Indian Polity | Topic: Elections, Election Commission and the Electoral Reforms in India Incl.
Political Parties
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The Election Commission has decided that those above 17 years of age can now apply in
advance to register as voters once they turn 18. Till recently, people turning 18 on or before
January 1 of a particular year, were eligible to enrol themselves in the voters' list. Those turning
18 after January 1 had to wait for one whole year to register as voters. Following a change in
election law, people can resister as voters on January 1, April 1, July 1 and October 1, on
turning 18.PTI
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NARROW VIEW: THE HINDU EDITORIAL ON THE
SUPREME COURT VERDICT ON THE PREVENTION OF
MONEY LAUNDERING ACT
Relevant for: Indian Polity | Topic: Judiciary in India: its Structure, Organization & Functioning, Judges of SC &
High Courts, Judgments and related Issues
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The Supreme Court’s verdict upholding all the controversial provisions of the Prevention of
Money Laundering Act (PMLA) falls short of judicial standards of reviewing legislative action.
Undergirding every aspect of its analysis is a belief that India’s commitment to the international
community on strengthening the domestic legal framework for combating money-laundering is
so inviolable that possible violation of fundamental rights can be downplayed. The judgment
repeatedly invokes the “international commitment” behind Parliament’s enactment of the law to
curb the menace of laundering of proceeds of crime which, it underscores, has transnational
consequences such as adversely impacting financial systems and even the sovereignty of
countries. There is, no doubt, widespread international concern over the malefic effects of
organised crime fuelling international narcotics trade and terrorism. Much of these activities are
funded by illicit money generated from crime, laundered to look legitimate and funnelled into the
financial bloodstream of global and domestic economies. A stringent framework, with apposite
departures from the routine standards of criminal procedure, may be justified in some
circumstances. However, experience suggests that money-laundering in the Indian context is
linked or is seen as a byproduct of a host of both grave and routine offences that are appended
to the Act as a schedule. These ‘scheduled’ or ‘predicate’ offences ought to be ideally limited to
grave offences such as terrorism, narcotics smuggling, corruption and serious forms of evasion
of taxes and duties. However, in practice, the list contains offences such as fraud, forgery,
cheating, kidnapping and even copyright and trademark infringements. The Enforcement
Directorate has also been manifestly selective in opening money-laundering probes, rendering
any citizen vulnerable to search, seizure, and arrest at the whim of the executive.
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It is disappointing that the Court did not find the provision for forcing one summoned by the ED
to disclose and submit documents, and then sign it under pain of prosecution, as violating the
constitutional bar on testimonial compulsion. Nor was it impressed by the argument that the
search and seizure provisions lack judicial oversight and are exclusively driven by ED officers.
Provisions that allow prosecution for money-laundering even without the scheduled offence
being established and amendments deleting safeguards have passed muster with the Bench,
solely on the ground that these were for removing lacunae pointed out by international
evaluators of the efficacy of the law. Save for an odd comment that the Special Court could
examine the documents to decide on continuing detention, there is nothing in the judgment that
will attenuate the law’s rigours. It rejects the plea to treat ED officers who record statements as
police officers, thus protecting their evidentiary admissibility. At a time when the ED is selectively
targeting regime opponents, the verdict is bound to be remembered for its failure to protect
personal liberty from executive excess.
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